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About This Game

The sequel to the best-selling worldwide hit "Farming Simulator" has loads of new features!

Assume the role of a farmer experiencing the challenge of 18 hour days running a new farm in the middle of beautiful rolling
countryside.

You start the game by choosing from a small collection of vehicles and machinery to explore your fairly sparse farmland which
measures just 4 km. As you progress through the game you complete a variety of tasks like breeding and feeding the cows or

spreading manure, milking, plowing, seeding and baling to build up wealth to invest in newer and better equipment and
machinery.

Multi-player mode allows you to manage your farm together with friends over the Internet or local area network.
With career mode you take on the role of a young farmer and experience the workaday life of the countryside in a completely

adaptable world.
Choose from loads of authentic licensed farming equipment including tractors, combine harvesters, plows, seeders and balers.

Thanks to the licensing of machinery from leading manufacturers including DEUTZ-FAHR, KRONE, HORSCH, PÖTTINGER
and VOGEL & NOOT you are able to take control of authentic farming equipment.

FEATURES:

Career mode with business section and cattle breeding

Multi-player mode for playing together with friends over Internet/LAN
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Large new vehicle fleet with authentic agricultural machines by DEUTZ-FAHR, KRONE, HORSCH, PÖTTINGER and
VOGEL & NOOT

Lots of sophisticated equipment

Computer controlled helpers

Gamepad and steering wheel support
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Not the best of the nancy drew games but it's still a lot of fun. I'd give it a solid 7\/10. Terrible. Dont get it. The graphics are
betting in some areas but overall for a mac operating system i expected more. Runs faster, better graphics, etc. I was really let
down. It was sluggish, poor graphics, terrible game play cus i couldnt react to anything.. I bought this because it seemed really
bad and a friend and I wanted to have a good laugh.

The character art is okay, but the backgrounds are just pictures with filters.

Each route takes about 10 minutes to complete. I don't honestly think this product should be sold. It should be a free game for
what is offered. There are so many better VNs out there for free.

But again, if you want a good laugh, go for it.

There are parts where you can't even read the text because it skips automatically for you. There are times when the text
wrapping is bad and cuts off a word. Sometimes, the little rainbow at the bottom right corner of the text box blocks a word. The
translation is....bad and awkward.

. To be blunt... THIS IS GREAT
Yay, I'm already copying my past self from thirty seconds ago.
Right... on to this.
The OST for Sora, if you want some unused tracks (Plus a couple of mix's for some of Suguri's tracks) go and get Celeste AS
WELL AS THIS!!!!!!!!!!
A great OST, I can't say much... if anything about it. Like Suguri's OST (Which for all those consurned ISN'T on Steam) some
tracks give me 'Nam like flashbacks (Ice Cage 1 for instance) NOW that is because I'm crap at Sora (Which I'll most likely
review when I'm not as crap at it) the OST is good, great in-fact, I often find myself listening to it over most other things (11-14
plays on Winamp as opposed to like... five at most (For the everything else)) AND THAT'S ON MY MAIN PC.

Great OST, a must buy along with the extra soundtrack and it fits the game it was designed for... DONE!. Honestly a great RTS
Game all in all. The mechanics and controls are tailored to almost perfection!

I can't give a single wrong of a game that was tailored upon the Warcraft series. I feel this game even improves where Warcraft
had issues!
If You like RTS games and are a fan of the Warcraft series, give Loria a spin, And you'll love it! :DDD
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Nice game, very fun, it needs online multiplayer tho. Played 3 player co-op and it was amazing! No spoilers, but those romans
sure had some technology!
. Simple route with 6 sessions . When bought it will be installed from TANE Download Station, takes a while.. What do Enya,
Rage Against the Machine and Igor Stravinsky all have in common?

This game. That's what.. A short game which I beat in one day.

Not worth $5, but on sale it's worth it

Pros:
Okayish atmosphere
Trophies are difficult to find (I was too concentrated on winning to notice)

Cons:
Minecraft sounds..?
Enemies too predicable
Too easy (May I suggest a difficulty setting?)
Really short. A fun game, try it out (for now).. its very nice add on id have say so my self
:)
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